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Deliver the Foundational Skills Instruction activities in the Prepare for Reading and  
After Reading sections to all students to help them read and spell the words they  
encounter in the book Butterfly Life Cycle. This instruction can happen over a number  
of days, based on your students’ needs. Because students’ reading and spelling abilities 
will vary, word-reading scaffolds are provided in the During Reading section, and 
Differentiated Instruction activities are included in the After Reading section. Use these 
scaffolds and activities as necessary. Before guiding students through the activities with 
the words provided, be sure you are familiar with the Reading Series 3 model lessons. 
Post Purpose Statements before you begin working with students.  

Prepare for Reading 
Foundational Skills Instruction 
The book Butterfly Life Cycle is designed to consolidate knowledge of two different spellings 
of the long i sound (/ī/): i_e and y. If your students need extra word-reading strategy practice 
before they begin reading, deliver the Practice Word-Reading Strategies instruction. 

Practice Word-Reading Strategies 
The reading of Butterfly Life Cycle will provide multiple opportunities for students to use 
the Identify a Vowel Pattern to Predict a Pronunciation Strategy to read words with i_e  
and y spellings. If students need additional practice with this strategy in order to be 
prepared for their individual reading, use the Word-Reading Strategies Guide to review  
the strategy’s steps with students, and then have students practice using the strategy to read  
of any of the following words: dry, why, quite, spikes, spines, stripes, while, cycle, and survive.  
For the multisyllabic practice words, students will first need to use the Divide the  
Word into Syllables Strategy.    

Close Reading Instruction 
Complete the Before Reading activities in the Butterfly Life Cycle Close Reading Guide.  

Spec trum of Literac y
Flyleaf’s Spectrum of Literacy is a comprehensive and 
systematic phonics scope & sequence that progresses 
from basic decoding to fluent independent reading. 

Foundational Skills Purpose Statements 
n  I can use strategies to read words I do 

not know. 
n  I can recognize and use different spellings 

of the long i sound.
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During Reading 
Apply Foundational Skills 
Before students begin reading, say: Remember to use your Word-Reading Strategies Guide and Quick Reference to help you problem solve  
when you get to words you can’t pronounce. There are lots of words in this book that might require you to use the Identify a Vowel Pattern 
to Predict a Pronunciation Strategy, so I am going to be checking in with you as you are reading to find out when and how you use this strategy. 
As students read, circulate through the room and observe how they are problem solving when they come to challenging words. 
Confirm that they are using their quick reference and guide effectively, and scaffold them based on individual needs. Scaffolds for 
words that present unique challenges are provided below to support your instruction. 

Word-Reading Scaffolds 
caterpillar: Have students try the Divide the Word into Syllables Strategy and determine that this four-syllable word is divided 
cat/er/pil/lar. (The first and second syllables divide as a Camel Word, cat/er–; the second and third syllables divide as a Rabbit  
Word, –er/pil–; and the third and fourth syllables divide as a Rabbit Word, –pil/lar.) As necessary, scaffold them to remember  
flip-flop schwa for the last, unstressed syllable (cat/er/pil/l r), then blend the 
syllables to read the word.  
chrysalis: Have students try the Divide the Word into Syllables Strategy and 
determine that this three-syllable word is divided chrys/a/lis. (The first and second 
syllables divide as a Camel Word, chrys/a–, and the second and third syllables divide 
as a Tiger Word, –a/lis.) You may need to scaffold them to be flexible and try the 
short i pronunciation for the vowel y in the first syllable. As necessary, also scaffold 
students to remember flip-flop schwa for the second and third, unstressed syllables 
(chrys/ /l s), then blend the syllables to read the word. 
pupa: Have students try the Divide the Word into Syllables Strategy and determine that  
this word is divided as a Tiger Word: pu/pa. As necessary, scaffold them to remember flip-flop  
schwa for the second unstressed syllable (pu/p ), then blend the syllables to read the word. 
nectar: Have students try the Divide the Word into Syllables Strategy and determine that this word is divided as a Rabbit Word: nec/tar. 
As necessary, scaffold them to remember flip-flop schwa for the second, unstressed syllable (nec/t r), then blend the syllables to read 
the word.  
glossary: Have students try the Divide the Word into Syllables Strategy and determine that this three-syllable word is divided glos/sa/ry. 
(The first and second syllables divide as a Rabbit Word, glos/sa–, and the second and third syllables divide as a Tiger Word, –sa/ry.)  
As necessary, scaffold them to remember flip-flop schwa for the second, unstressed syllable (glos/s /ry), then blend the syllables to 
read the word.  
metamorphosis: Model how to divide the word: met/a/mor/pho/sis. Students can then try the Identify a Vowel Pattern to Predict a 
Pronunciation Strategy: met (VC) • a (V) • mor (Vr) • pho (V) • sis (VC). As necessary, scaffold students to remember flip-flop schwa  
for the second, fourth, and fifth, unstressed syllables (met/ /mor/ph /s s), then blend the syllables to read the word.  
process: If students try the Divide the Words into Syllables Strategy, they may have trouble identifying this word as a Tiger Word 
(pro/cess) because of the short vowel pronunciation in the first syllable. As necessary, scaffold students to be flexible and try the  
short o pronunciation in the first syllable and remember the soft c pronunciation in the second syllable, then blend the syllables to  
read the word. 

Close Reading Instruction 
Complete the activities in the Butterfly Life Cycle Close Reading Guide.  
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�TEACHER TIP 
Because chrysalis and metamorphosis are scientific terms, which can have unique pronunciations based on their word origins rather than on standard English-language conventions, you might choose to model for 

students how to look up the word in the dictionary as 
a strategy for determining the correct pronunciation.  
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After Reading 
Foundational Skills Instruction 
This instruction is designed to teach new skills and concepts. Use these activities with all students to build automaticity in reading and 
spelling. 

Word Search and Sort by Spelling 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Once the sorting is finished, provide time for students to work in pairs. Students should first compare their charts and correct any 
sorting errors, then work together to make spelling generalizations for words with y spellings and words with i_e spellings based on 
what they observe in their Word Search and Sort charts.  
Say: I want you to work with a partner to examine the words in your Word Search and Sort charts and to explain the spelling generalizations 
you can make for words with y spellings and i-silent-e spellings of the long i sound based on your observations. Remember to remove suffixes 
and then examine the position of the vowels and consonants in the words to identify anything that the words in each column have in 
common. 
Generalizations that can be made based on chart content are as follows:  

n  The y spelling generally ends a word or syllable (when suffixes are removed). 
n  The i_e silent e spelling always has an i followed by a consonant and then a silent e.  

Have students share their generalizations, scaffolding as necessary to be sure they  
are accurate, and remind them that they will apply these generalizations in the 
Phoneme-Grapheme Mapping activity.  
Refer back to the posted metalinguistic questions and scaffold students as necessary 
to arrive at meaningful responses. 

I am sorting words with different spellings of  
the long i sound, /ī/.

i_e y

life 
quite 
like 

underside 
time 

survive 
stripes 
spikes 
spines 
while 
bite 
five 

times 
upside 
inside 

outside 
miles

cycle 
butterfly 

flying 
supply 

by 
dry 
sky 
fly 

why

�TEACHER TIP 
Students may come across words with i_e or y spellings that do not have long i pronunciations (e.g., pretty, chrysalis). These words should not be sorted in the chart. 

REMINDER 
Remind students that most of the time,  spelling generalizations apply to syllables within multisyllabic words in the same way that they apply to one-syllable words. 

REMINDER 
Each student will need a copy of Blackline Master 5. 
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Phoneme-Grapheme Mapping 
Long i (i_e, y) Words: quite, life, fly, time, stripe, dry, spike, spine, while, why, bite, five, sky, mile 
Say: Think about the spelling generalizations you learned from analyzing the Word Search  
and Sort chart. To spell the words in this activity, you will have to think about whether or  
not you hear a consonant sound after the vowel sound.  
Mapping Tips 
i_e words: Students should tap a box for each sound they hear in the word, then spell 
each sound until they get to the long i sound. Say: This word has a silent e spelling. As 
necessary, remind students to write the silent e in the same box as the last consonant 
because the e makes no sound.  
time: Say: Time is a homophone. Listen to my sentence to know which “time” you are 
spelling: I use an alarm clock to help me wake up at the right time.  
bite: Say: Bite is a homophone. Listen to my sentence to know which “bite” you are spelling: 
Insects bite holes in the leaves of plants. 
y words: Students should tap a box for each sound they hear in the word, then spell each 
sound until they get to the long i sound. Say: This one-syllable word has an open syllable 
spelling. Ask: In what part of the word do you hear the long i sound? (the end). So, when 
you hear the long i sound at the end of a word or syllable, what spelling is it likely to be?  
(a vowel y spelling). 
Sentence Dictation: My kite with stripes can fly quite high in the sky.  
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q u i te

l i fe

f l y

t i me

s t r i pe

d r y

s p i ke

s p i ne

wh i le

wh y

b i te

f i ve

s k y

m i le

quite 

life 

fly 

time 

stripe 

dry 

spike 

spine 

while 

why 

bite 

five 

sky 

mile 

REMINDERS 
n As necessary, remind students that these are sound boxes, so each box stands for one sound, not one letter. n Suffixes have been removed from words to be mapped. 

�TEACHER TIP 
Each student will need one copy of Blackline Master 11. 
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Connecting Spelling to Meaning for  
Words with Inflectional Suffixes  

Inflectional Suffixes –s and –es as Tense Markers 

Finish the activity by coming together with students to review the word sums on their completed charts and to be sure they are 
making the spelling to meaning connection that is intended with this activity. The correct answers to the two multiple choice 
questions that follow the chart are B (for Question 1) and A (for Question 2).  
Scaffold students by saying: Let’s take a closer look at all of the words in the  
“base word” column. Ask: What part of speech are all of the base words? (verbs).  
Who remembers what a verb is? (an action word). In the examples from the book, 
which suffixes are added to the verbs? (the suffixes –s and –es). Ask: Who can tell me 
what the addition of the suffix –s tells us? (The action is being done by one person, 
animal, or thing—he, she, or it—and is happening now.) And who can tell me what 
the addition of the suffix –es tells us? (The action is being done by one person, 
animal, or thing—he, she, or it—and is happening now.) Have students correct 
their answers as necessary. 

Example from the book Base word Word sum Pronunciation 
of suffix

A butterfly starts its life as a caterpillar.  
Then it changes.

start 
change

start + s ➞ starts 
change/ + es ➞ changes

/s/ 
/iz/

Like other insects, a butterfly lays eggs. lay lay + s ➞ lays /z/

A caterpillar begins its life on the leaf…  
The little caterpillar eats the leaves.

begin 
eat

begin + s ➞ begins 
eat + s ➞ eats

/z/ 
/s/

The caterpillar sheds its old skin five or six times  
as it grows bigger…

shed 
grow

shed + s ➞ sheds 
grow + s ➞ grows

/z/ 
/z/

…the caterpillar hangs upside down in a safe spot… hang hang + s ➞ hangs /z/

…the chrysalis cracks and a butterfly creeps from it. crack 
creep

crack + s ➞ cracks 
creep + s ➞ creeps

/s/ 
/s/

The butterfly sits for a while….  
Then it takes flight into the sky!

sit 
take

sit + s ➞ sits 
take + s ➞ takes

/s/ 
/s/

When the butterfly gets to the right place,  
it will lay its eggs. get get + s ➞ gets /s/

REMINDERS 
n As necessary, remind students that the –es suffix makes a new syllable (as in changes), while the –s suffix does not (as in lays). 

n Accurate reading of word sums develops students’ metalinguistic abilities and strengthens the connection between spelling, pronunciation, and meaning. Please refer to the How to Present Word Sums section of the Connecting Spelling to Meaning for Words with Inflectional Suffixes Model Lesson for support in modeling and scaffolding the accurate reading and writing of word sums.

�TEACHER TIP 
Each student will need a copy of Blackline Master 12h. 
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Connecting Spelling to Meaning for Words with Derivational Affixes  

Derivational Suffix –ly   

After completing the chart, say: Let’s look at our chart to see what happens when  
we add the suffix –ly to a base word.  
Note that the addition of the suffix changes the word from an adjective to an 
adverb. Summarize the spelling to meaning connection by saying: When the  
suffix –ly is added to a base word, it typically changes the word to an adverb.  
This changes the meaning of the word slightly. New is an adjective that describes 
something that has recently come into existence, and newly is an adverb that 
describes an action that has recently happened.  
 

High-Frequency Puzzle Words 
New words: does, grows, warmer, outer, newly, cold, kinds 
Review words: about, again, also, another, around, be, between, days, do, down, 
each, eat, eating, eats, food, from, go, have, how, into, know, many, might, more, 
most, of, one, only, other, out, over, people, pretty, right, some, they, through, to, 
too, two, warm, was, where, who, you 
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Page Example from the book Base word, word meaning,  
part of speech

Word sum, word meaning,  
part of speech 

29 A newly hatched insect.

new 
New describes something that has 

recently come into existence. 
adjective

new + ly ➞ newly 
Newly describes an action  

that has recently happened. 
adverb

REMINDERS 
n Accurate reading of word sums develops students’ metalinguistic abilities and strengthens the connection between spelling, pronunciation, and meaning. Please refer to the How to Present Word Sums section of the Connecting Spelling to Meaning for Words with Derivational Affixes Model Lesson for 
support in modeling and scaffolding the accurate reading and writing of word sums.  n Be sure students are clear on the meanings of the following parts of speech: noun (a person, place, or thing); verb (an action word); adjective (a word that describes a noun); and adverb (a word that describes 

a verb).  

�TEACHER TIP 
As necessary, use the Vowel Pattern Sort activity in the Differentiated Instruction section and the following scaffold for instruction of the new High-Frequency Puzzle Words. n The words cold and kinds have recognizable spelling patterns. If necessary, scaffold students to read them using the Read by Analogy Strategy and the analogous words hold and sold or mind and find. 

REMINDER 
Review High-Frequency Puzzle Words, listed here for your reference, are high-frequency words that have been introduced in previous Flyleaf instruction. Provide instruction of these words as necessary in the way that is most appropriate for your students.  
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Differentiated Instruction 
Use the following activities in two ways depending on student needs: (1) as additional instruction for  
students who have yet to develop automaticity and fluency or (2) as independent practice and skill reinforcement  
for students who are able to work independently. 

Word-Reading Fluency 
Create a fluency grid with the following words to give students practice reading words with different spellings of the long i sound, or 
customize a fluency grid using words that students need extra practice reading. 

 
Choose a Syllable Division Strategy 
Words: larva, cycle, other, layer, survive, people, within, fuzzy, about, travel, little, supply, adult, outer, upside, over, winter, repeat, 
distance, order

lar/va a/bout oth/er lay/er cy/cle*

sur/vive a/dult with/in peo/ple*

fuz/zy o/ver trav/el lit/tle

sup/ply re/peat out/er

up/side

win/ter

dis/tance

or/der

V C C V

r a b b i t

V C V

t i g e r

V C V

c a m e l

V V

l i o n

C le

t ur t le

+

REMINDER 
Suffixes have been removed from words to be divided and sorted.

life cry mile sky spine

flying quite five while sly

dive butterfly time like upside

supply bite dry stripe fly

inside try slide why spike
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Vowel Pattern Sort  
Words: cycle, butterfly, quite, does, hatch, metamorphosis, form, grows, stage, larva,  
lay, survive, stripe, spike, spine, while, by, bite, layer, creep, dry, warmer, glossary, outer,  
pupa, repeat, newly, process, develop 
Sorting Tips 
process: As necessary, scaffold students to divide the words into syllables (pro/cess).  
The first syllable should be sorted in the “open syllable” column of the chart, though  
most speakers of U.S. English will use the short o vowel pronunciation. (Speakers of  
British English use the long vowel pronunciation.) This is an example of students having  
to be flexible with vowel pronunciations to end up with a word that they recognize.  
The second syllable is a closed syllable with a soft c pronunciation. 
metamorphosis, larva, pupa, glossary, develop: As necessary, scaffold students to divide 
the words and notice the syllables with schwa pronunciations (met/ /mor/ph /sis, 
lar/v , pu/p , glos/s r/y, d /vel/ p). Have students practice pronouncing these words 
without the schwa pronunciations to help them remember how to spell the words when 
they are writing.  
outer, newly: As necessary, scaffold students to divide the words (out/er, new/ly). Notice  
with students that the first syllable in each word is a vowel team syllable with a spelling  
that does not meet the digraph vowel team spelling criteria, so it should be sorted in the 
Other VV Spelling Patterns section of the chart.  

ee
eeeee
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REMINDERS 
n Each student will need a copy of Blackline Master 16a. 

n Refer to the Vowel Pattern Sort Chart on the facing page for accurate word/syllable placement. 
n With the exception of High-Frequency Puzzle Words, suffixes have been removed from most words to be sorted. 
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O
pen Syllable  

V
Closed Syllable  

V
C

Silent e 
Syllable  

V
Ce

Bossy-r Syllable 
Vr

Consonant-le 
Syllable 
C + le

Vow
el Team

 Syllable  
V

V
Irregular  

Pronunciations
D

igraph Vow
el Team

cy– (cycle) 
–fly (butterfly) 

–a– (m
etam

orphosis) 
–pho– (m

etam
orphosis) 

–va (larva) 
by 
dry 

–y (glossary) 
pu– (pupa) 
–pa (pupa) 
re– (repeat) 
–ly (new

ly) 
pro– (process) 
de– (develop) 

but– (butterfly) 
hatch 

m
et– (m

etam
orphosis) 

–sis (m
etam

orphosis) 
glos– (glossary) 
–cess (process) 
–vel– (develop) 
–op (develop)

quite 
stage 

–vive (survive) 
stripe 
spike 
spine 
w

hile 
bite

–ter– (butterfly) 
–m

or– (m
etam

orphosis) 
form

 
lar– (larva) 

sur– (survive) 
–er (layer) 

–er (w
arm

er) 
–sar– (glossary) 

–er (outer) 

–cle (cycle)
ee 

creep 
 ea 

–peat (repeat)

ow
 

grow
s 

ay 
lay 

lay– (layer) 
 

does 
w

arm
– (w

arm
er) 

O
ther V

V
 Spelling Patterns 

out– (outer) 
new

– (new
ly) 

Vow
el Pattern Sort Chart
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Post-Instruction 
Once you have completed foundational skills and close reading instruction for this book, monitor skill development  
with the following assessments. The Progress Monitoring and Spelling Assessments allow you to evaluate students’ ability to read and 
spell words with the long i sound spelled i_e and y. The Oral Reading Fluency Assessment allows you to evaluate a student’s fluency 
(accuracy and rate). 

Progress Monitoring Assessment 
Use a blank sheet of paper to cover everything other than the word lists below, and then ask students to read the words in each 
column. Record student responses on copies of the Book-by-Book Progress Monitoring and Spelling Assessment Student Response 
Record Blackline Master. 

     bry                       sly                       spines                    cold 

    scrite                    spine                     flying                    does 

   drime                   while                  supplying               during 

     gry                     quite                   survived               growing 

    snice                      cry                       frying                   grows 

    prife                    scribe                   shining                  kinds 

                                                                                          newly 

                                                                                           outer 

                                                                                         warmer 

Spelling Assessment 
To prepare for the assessment, have each student write the headings i_e and y on their own copy of a Spelling Assessment Chart 
(Blackline Master 24). Choose words from the list below based on student needs. Read the selected words to students and ask them  
to spell the words under the correct heading. Record the percentage correct on the Student Response Record and note any spelling 
patterns students need additional practice with. 
Words: by, fly, dry, sky, why, life, bite, five, time, mile, quite, stripe, spike, spine, while, cycle, butterfly, underside, survive, upside, inside, 
outside 

Oral Reading Fluency Assessment 
An oral reading fluency passage for each book can be found in the assessment materials in Binder 2. Use this passage reading assessment 
to determine a student’s reading rate (WCPM) and/or to note errors; this information will provide you with fluency data. 
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